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Abstract 
Purpose. Research into youth caregiving in families where a parent experiences a significant 
medical condition has been hampered by a lack of contextually sensitive measures of the 
nature and breadth of young caregiving experiences. This study examined the factor structure 
and measurement invariance of such a measure called the Young Carer of Parents Inventory 
(YCOPI; Pakenham et al., 2006) using confirmatory factor analysis across three groups of 
youth. The YCOPI has two parts: YCOPI-A with 5-factors assessing caregiving experiences 
that are applicable to all caregiving contexts; YCOPI-B with 4 factors that tap dimensions 
related to youth caregiving in the context of parent illness.  
Methods. Two samples (ages 9–20 years) were recruited: a community sample of 2429 youth 
from which two groups were derived (“healthy” family [HF], n=1760; parental illness [PI], 
n=446), and a sample of 130 youth of a parent with multiple sclerosis).  
Results. With some modification, the YCOPI-A demonstrated a replicable factor structure 
across three groups, and exhibited only partial measurement invariance across the HF and PI 
groups. The impact of assuming full measurement invariance on latent mean differences 
appeared small, supporting use of the measure in research and applied settings when 
estimated using latent factors and controlling for measurement invariance. PI youth reported 
significantly higher scores than did HF youth on all YCOPI-A subscales. The YCOPI-B 
requires some modifications, and further development work is recommended.  
Conclusions. The factor structure that emerged and the addition of new items constitutes the 
YCOPI-Revised (YCOPI-R). Findings support the use of the YCOPI-R in research and 
applied settings. 
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Impact 
 The  YCOPI can be used for valid comparisons between youth of a parent with a 
significant medical condition and their peers with “healthy” parents.  
 The two groups of youth conceive of caregiving responsibilities and caregiving 
experiences in very similar ways; caregiving experience appears to affect the level of, 
not the type of, experiences, as assessed by the YCOPI. 
 Youth of a parent with a significant medical condition report significantly and 
practically greater responsibility for caregiving and associated caregiving experiences 
than do their peers with “healthy” parents. 
 The measures can be used in evaluating the impacts of young carer services and 
interventions on youth caregiving experiences. 
 
Introduction 
Given the advances in medical technologies, more adults are living with serious 
chronic health problems. Based on estimates of the number of parents with a serious illness in 
the USA, 5 – 15% of children and adolescents are likely to have parents who experience a 
significant medical condition (Worsham, Compas & Sydney, 1997). These young people 
often assume extra family caregiving roles, including caring for their parent with a significant 
medical condition, referred to from hereafter as young caregiving. Although adult caregiving 
has been well documented, markedly fewer studies have examined caregiving provided by 
children to a family member with a significant medical condition. There are concerns that 
young caregiving may interfere or disrupt normative development in youth and, thereby, pose 
a potential threat to their physical, mental and social functioning. Although studies examining 
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the experience and effects of young caregiving have increased in the past decade, research in 
this area has been hampered by a lack of well developed measures that tap the nature and 
range of experiences associated with young caregiving and that are applicable across a range 
of caregiving contexts. The purpose of the present study is to further examine the factor 
structure of such a measure called the Young Carer of Parents Inventory (YCOPI; Pakenham, 
Bursnall, Chiu, Cannon, & Okochi, 2006). The YCOPI is a recently developed measure that 
shows promise in both research and clinical applications and warrants further investigation to 
determine whether its factor structure can be cross-validated in independent samples using 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), and importantly, demonstrate measurement equivalence 
across different caregiving contexts. 
The estimated number of youth involved in substantial family caregiving is 347,666 
in Australia (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2003), 1.4 million in the USA (National 
Alliance for Caregiving, 2005), and 50,000 in the UK (Dearden & Becker, 2000). Most 
recipients of caregiving provided by children are parents, particularly mothers (Olsen & 
Clarke, 2003; Worsham et al., 1997). Estimates of the number of children providing 
substantial caregiving have been derived in different ways for each country, and they are 
likely to be underestimations because of the “hidden” nature of young caregiving and the 
tendency for young people not to self-identify as “carers” (Aldridge & Becker, 1993).  
Furthermore, the incidence of young caregiving is expected to increase in many parts of the 
world due to the deinstitutionalisation of care, advances in medical technology and increases 
in the number of sole parent households and elderly persons (Aldridge & Becker, 1993; 
Shifren & Kachorek, 2003).  
Although the focus of this research is on the children of parents with a significant 
medical condition, young caregiving needs to be understood in the context of the challenges 
of parenting under such circumstances. Many parents who experience a significant medical 
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condition face difficult socio-economic circumstances, particularly regarding employment, 
recreation and transportation (Olkin, Abrams, Preston, & Kirshbaum, 2006). There are also 
numerous difficulties associated with parenting that may stem from the medical condition.  
For example, parenting can be disrupted by illness exacerbations or fluctuations in disability 
(e.g., relapses in multiple sclerosis), cognitive impairment, fatigue, and mobility problems 
(Pakenham, Tilling & Cretchley, 2012). Furthermore, research into parents who experience a 
significant medical condition (Blackford, 1999) has been criticized for perpetuating a view of 
these parents as incapable and their children as victims. An alternative view is that, with 
relevant resources and supports, parental illness and or disability in and of itself need not 
present a significant risk factor. Indeed, these parents have been shown to develop parenting 
practices that help to overcome some of the challenges they face (Olsen & Clarke, 2003). 
Investigation of possible differences in outcomes of children living in various 
caregiving contexts requires good quality data based on valid measures collected from 
appropriately sampled populations. Two broad sampling approaches have been used in 
research on young caregiving. One has involved the recruitment of self-identified young 
carers who are recipients of young carer services (Early, Cushway & Cassidy, 2006; Joseph, 
Becker, Becker, & Regel, 2009). These youth typically meet definitions of “young carer” that 
entail the regular provision of caregiving to another family member involving substantial 
caring tasks and adult levels of responsibility (Becker, 2007). A second less restrictive 
approach to sampling does not require youth to self-identify as carer, but instead involves the 
recruitment of young people who have a family member, typically a parent, who has a 
significant medical condition. The first approach focuses on youth who are usually identified 
by health professionals as young carers who are at risk and/or who provide substantial care, 
and who require support. Hence, these young people represent youth at the higher end of the 
caregiving continuum, whereas the second approach is more likely to sample across the entire 
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continuum. Potentially problematic is that this continuum includes those children who, while 
living with a parent or family member who has a serious medical condition, have no 
caregiving responsibilities themselves. The added advantage of the second approach is that it 
recruits youth who provide substantial care but who are not identified as young carers and 
who are, therefore, unlikely to be receiving young carer services. In view of the continuum of 
caregiving likely to be tapped in the second approach, measures of young caregiving need to 
cover caregiving experiences generic to all youth, and those that may be more specific to 
those at the high end of caregiving. The YCOPI offers this flexibility in that it measures 
generic caregiving experiences and those specific to caring for a parent with a significant 
medical condition. 
Children of parents who experience a significant medical condition have been found 
to exhibit elevated mental health difficulties relative to control groups or norms (e.g., 
Armistead, Klein, & Forehand, 1995; Diareme et al., 2007; Romer, Barkman, Schulte-
Markwort, Thomalla, & Riedesser, 2002; Sieh, Meijer, Oort, Visser-Meily, & Van der Leij, 
2010). However, recent research has also reported positive outcomes for youth in the context 
of parental illness, including personal benefits (e.g., personal accomplishment and 
strengthening of relationships) regarding their caregiving (Pakenham, Chiu, Bursnall, & 
Cannon, 2007). Pakenham and colleagues found that compared to children of “healthy” 
parents, youth of parents with mixed medical conditions reported higher perceived maturity 
(Pakenham et al., 2006).  Olkin et al. (2006) found that in comparison to parents without 
disabilities, parents with disabilities reported that their teenage children were more 
comfortable around people with disabilities.  
The role of caregiving in shaping both positive and negative youth mental health 
outcomes has been neglected despite growing evidence from cross-sectional and longitudinal 
studies suggesting that caregiving experiences may have direct and/or indirect effects on 
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youth wellbeing (Pakenham & Cox, 2012a; 2012b; Pedersen & Revenson, 2005). In order for 
this field to advance, psychometrically sound measures of youth caregiving experiences are 
necessary. The YCOPI shows promise as one such instrument.  Although it is the most 
widely used self-report measure of young caregiving experiences, it nevertheless requires 
further validation testing and refinement, which is the purpose of this study.  
 YCOPI items were developed from a literature review and qualitative data obtained 
from youth of a parent with a significant medical condition (a portion of the data was 
subsequently reported within Bursnall and Pakenham, 2013). The YCOPI has two parts. Part 
A (YCOPI-A) measures generic family caregiving experiences of youth and, therefore, can 
be completed by all children irrespective of levels of family caregiving demands. The benefit 
of this is that youth of a parent with a significant medical condition can be compared to youth 
of “healthy” parents. In addition, given the rise in interest in the caregiving of children in 
general (see review in East, 2010), this section of the YCOPI has wide applicability. Part B 
(YCOPI-B) assesses family caregiving experiences more specific to youth who care for a 
parent with a significant medical condition and is therefore only completed by children who 
have a parent with such a condition. Factor analyses of the YCOPI were conducted on data 
collected from 100 youth (aged 10 – 25) of a parent with a significant medical condition and 
145 children of “healthy” parents. Results revealed eight reliable and valid factors that were 
representative of the range of young caregiving themes reported in prior research. Five 
factors comprised YCOPI-A: caregiving responsibilities, perceived maturity, worry about 
parents, activity restrictions, and isolation. Three factors comprised YCOPI-B: caregiving 
compulsion, caregiving discomfort and caregiving confidence.  
The eight factors comprising the YCOPI are summarised in Table 1 along with a 
summary description of the young caregiving theme reflected by each factor. All items are 
presented in full in Table 3. Conceptually, Caregiving Responsibilities is the central 
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dimension of the scale as it assesses responsibilities associated with the caregiving role, 
whereas the other domains tap the factors that influence and maintain this young caregiver 
role. The YCOPI, then, measures a range of interconnected experiences integral to the 
development, maintenance, and consequences of the caregiving role. The dimensions of the 
YCOPI reflect the complex nature of young caregiving and the mix of negative (e.g., 
caregiving discomfort and caregiving compulsion) and positive (e.g., caregiving confidence 
and perceived maturity) impacts of caregiving. Prior research has provided important but 
largely qualitative data on the experience of young caregiving. The YCOPI “unpacks” this 
often dense and descriptive qualitative data, delineates the key components of young 
caregiving and enables these experiences to be quantified for research purposes.  Table 1 also 
includes an additional dimension that failed to emerge as a robust factor in the original factor 
analytic study of the YCOPI (Pakenham et al., 2006), namely Caregiving 
Information/Support, which is further explored in the present study. In view of caregiving 
information and support needs of young caregivers being a prominent theme in prior 
qualitative research and the emergence of this as an albeit weak factor in the original factor 
analytic study, additional items were added to the YCOPI-B to assess this dimension (as 
explained in more detail in the method section). 
Table 1 here 
 
Caregiving can include a wide range of activities, from household chores (e.g., 
assistance with cleaning) to high level activities such as undertaking personal care. Most 
youth provide some form of family caregiving assistance to a greater or lesser extent. Indeed, 
some caregiving during childhood is normative and is encouraged. Larson and Verma (1999) 
reviewed more than 45 studies of American and European adolescent’s time use and found 
that teenagers spend up to 40 minutes per day on household chores.  The level of family 
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caregiving can vary according to a range of factors, including family structure (e.g., single vs. 
dual parent households), ethnicity, socio-economic disadvantage, geographical location (e.g., 
rural vs. urban), kinship ties, and parental health status (see review East, 2010). Regarding 
the latter, parental illness is one factor which is likely to increase family caregiving 
performed by youth. We use the Family Ecology Framework (Pedersen & Revenson, 2005) to 
build a theoretical understanding of young caregiving and how the YCOPI taps this umbrella 
construct in the context of parental illness. This framework draws on general systems theory, 
human ecology and stress/coping theory, and describes a set of pathways through which parental 
illness affects youth wellbeing. According to this framework, parental illness affects youth 
functioning indirectly through various individual (e.g., youth perceived stress and stigma) and 
family-level mediators, such as family role-redistribution. Regarding the latter, parental illness 
often necessitates altering household routines requiring the redistribution of roles among family 
members (Stetz, Lewis, & Primomo, 1986). However, it is acknowledged that a range of factors 
unrelated to parental health status may also trigger family role-redistribution (e.g., divorce). Role-
redistribution involves caregiving, a multidimensional construct that may include caregiving 
tasks, family responsibilities and associated caregiving experiences. Tasks refer to the specific 
caregiving activities that youth undertake, many of which are performed by youth who have 
“healthy parents” (e.g., shopping, cleaning), and are typically measured by checklists (as 
discussed below). Caregiving responsibilities refers to the sense of duty or responsibility related 
to roles involved in contributing to family functioning, as measured by the Caregiving 
Responsibilities subscale of the YCOPI-A. A range of interconnected experiences emerge from 
taking on caregiving responsibilities, which are reflected in the other subscales of the YCOPI-A 
(e.g., activity restrictions, isolation). Hence, to some extent most children perform caregiving 
tasks and assume some responsibly for contributing to family functioning, which produce a range 
of emotional, behavioral and social experiences, although these may be intensified by a variety of 
factors, including parental medical conditions. The YCOPI-B assesses caregiving experiences 
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more specific to caregiving that is intensified by parental medical conditions. In support of this 
framework for understanding young caregiving, the YCOPI-A Caregiving Responsibilities 
subscale, used to operationalize the corresponding component of family role-redistribution, was 
shown to mediate the effects of parental multiple sclerosis on youth wellbeing, as hypothesised 
by the above framework (Pakenham & Cox, 2012b).  
In further support of the framework above and the validity of the YCOPI, the 
instrument has demonstrated relations with theoretically relevant variables, including 
individual level mediators (e.g., coping strategies, stress appraisal, stigma) of the Family 
Ecology Framework  (Pakenham & Cox, 2012b; Pakenham et al, 2006, Ireland & Pakenham, 
2010a, Fraser & Pakenham, 2009), other measures of caregiving activities (Ireland & 
Pakenham, 2010b; Pakenham & Cox, 2012a), youth adjustment outcomes (Pakenham et al., 
2006; Ireland & Pakenham, 2010a), and caregiving contextual variables such as level of 
parental disability, parental illness unpredictability, and choice in caregiving (Pakenham et 
al., 2006). Validity has also been established by distinguishing between children of “healthy” 
parents and those of parents who experience a significant medical condition (Pakenham et al, 
2006; Sieh, Visser-Meily, & Meijer, 2013) and between children of a parent with physical 
illness and those of a parent with mental illness (Ireland & Pakenham, 2010a). In the main, 
the YCOPI subscales have demonstrated adequate internal reliability coefficients across 
studies with Cronbach’s alphas ranging from .72 to .88 in the derivation study (Pakenham et 
al., 2006). The YCOPI has been used with a range of parental illnesses including mixed 
physical (Ireland & Pakenham, 2010b; Sieh et al, 2013) and mental (Fraser & Pakenham, 
2008, 2009) illnesses, and specific illnesses (e.g., multiple sclerosis, Pakenham & Bursnall, 
2006, Pakenham & Cox, 2012a). The YCOPI has been used with samples of self-identified 
young carers (Ireland & Pakenham, 2010b) and non-identified young carers (Pakenham et al., 
2006; Sieh et al, 2013). Although the YCOPI was developed to measure young caregiving 
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experiences related to caring for a parent, it has been modified and used with youth caring for 
any family member with a significant medical condition (Ireland & Pakenham, 2010b). Some 
of the YCOPI subscales have shown sensitivity to the effects of interventions for youth of a 
parent with a significant medical condition in terms of both statistically and clinically 
significant changes (Coles, Pakenham & Leech, 2007, Frazer & Pakenham, 2008). 
Despite the promising results thus far, only the equivalence of the overall factor 
structure of the YCOPI, that is, configural invariance, has been demonstrated to apply to 
youth in various caregiving contexts. Configural invariance indicates that the YCOPI items 
have a similar meaning across caregiving contexts, but to establish that young caregivers 
from different contexts ascribe the same meaning to the measures requires equivalence of not 
just the pattern of loadings, but also their strength (i.e., metric invariance, which establishes 
that the scales have the same unit of measurement across groups).  Furthermore, no evidence 
has been presented as yet regarding whether the factors exhibit bias in scoring such that youth 
from different caregiving contexts provide different mean scores on the items when reporting 
the same degree of caregiving experience. Such scalar invariance establishes that scales have 
a common origin, which is required for making meaningful comparisons of mean differences 
across groups. Without scalar invariance, factors can exhibit bias in scoring such that youth 
from different caregiving contexts might provide different mean scores even though they are 
actually at the same level on the latent construct. For example, youth of a parent with a 
significant medical condition may use a higher part of the response scale than youth from 
“healthy” parents, thus inflating apparent mean differences between the groups when there 
are in fact no “true” differences. These issues of measurement invariance form a key focus of 
this paper. Specifically, we seek to establish whether researchers and clinicians can use the 
YCOPI to make valid, that is, unbiased, assessments of the differences in caregiving 
experiences and outcomes of youth living in diverse caregiving contexts. We then address 
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this specific issue by reporting on the magnitude of group differences in the means which 
removes such bias. 
With respect to other measures of young caregiving, several scales have been 
developed to measure specific caregiving activities and these have been reviewed by Ireland 
and Pakenham (2010b). These scales typically consist of a checklist of caregiving activities 
which have been found to cluster in several domains including personal care, domestic-
household care, social-emotional care, and instrumental care (e.g., Ireland & Pakenham, 
2010b; Joseph et al, 2009; Pakenham & Cox, 2012a).  
We know of only three other relevant measures that might be used in place of the 
YCOPI.  Two measures were developed for the purpose of assessing the broader experiences 
of young caregiving in the context of a family member with a significant medical condition, 
the Positive and Negative Outcomes of Caring Questionnaire (PANOC-YC20; Joseph et al, 
2009); and the Young Carers Perceived Stress Scale (YCPSS; Early et al, 2006). A third 
measure, the Parental Illness Scale (PIS), was not developed as a measure of young 
caregiving per se, but measures the quality of life of youth of a parent with a significant 
medical condition (Schrag, Moreley, Quinn, & Jahanshahi, 2004; Morely, Selai, Schrag, 
Thompson & Jahanshahi, 2010). 
The abovementioned measures have been investigated using relatively small samples 
and none have been subjected to CFA using independent samples. Furthermore, the PANOC-
YC20 and YCPSS were developed using self-identified caregivers involved in young carer 
services, and the PIS was developed as a youth quality of life scale with an age range that 
included middle adulthood. In the present study we investigate the structure of the YCOPI 
using CFA with relatively large multiple independent samples where participants are not 
required to self-identify as young carers or attend a young carer service with an age range that 
includes early adolescence to young adulthood. In addition, the factor structure of the YCOPI 
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will be explored in varying subsamples including youth who do not have a family member 
with a serious health condition, youth of a parent with a significant medical condition, and 
youth of a parent with multiple sclerosis (MS). 
The study had three goals: (1) test the factor structure of the YCOPI-A using CFA 
within three independent groups and YCOPI-B within one moderately sized sample; (2) test 
the measurement invariance of the YCOPI-A across two groups of youth from differing 
caregiving contexts: youth of a parent with a significant medical condition, and youth living 
in households where no family member has a serious health problem; and (3) test for latent 
mean differences across youth in these two caregiving contexts on the YCOPI-A, after taking 
into account any potential bias in the meaning and scoring of the items evidenced during 
measurement invariance testing.  
Method 
Participants, Recruitment and Procedures 
CFAs were performed on YCOPI data collected from two samples of youth, with one 
sample used to derive two different but theoretically relevant groups of youth, as discussed 
below. Ethical clearances for the recruitment of all samples were obtained from The 
University of Queensland and relevant institutions including Education Queensland and 
Catholic Education.  
Community sample. A total of 2429 youth aged 9 – 20 years were recruited from 
117 schools in the state of Queensland, Australia. Parent information sheets and permission 
forms were distributed to children in grades 5 to 12. Teachers distributed questionnaires and 
information sheets in class groups to youth with parental permission. To diversify data 
collection youth were also recruited from church groups (n = 35), scouts (n = 23), university 
vacation care (n = 13), and a young carer association (n = 42). A total of 2542 youth were 
recruited with 59 excluded due to extensive missing data and 20 removed because of being 
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under 9 years, leaving a total of 2463. Questionnaires required no identifying information, 
took 30 to 45 minutes to complete, and contained three sections. All participants completed 
Section I. Respondents were asked to identify whether any person in their home had a serious 
physical or mental health condition. Participants were instructed to only complete Section II 
if they had a parent with one or more of the following serious health conditions: illness (e.g., 
cancer, diabetes, asthma), intellectual disability, physical disability (e.g., uses a wheel chair), 
alcohol/drug problem, mental illness (e.g., depression, anxiety, schizophrenia). If a 
respondent indicated that both parents had a significant medical condition, he/she was 
instructed to answer the remaining questions in Section II regarding the parent with the more 
severe medical condition. The most frequently reported parental medical conditions were 
asthma (18%), diabetes (13%), depression (13%), cancer (10%), and alcohol/drugs (10%); 
12% provided no details. Participants with “healthy” parents were directed to complete 
Section III, which consisted of face valid filler items that took the same amount of time to 
complete as Section II. A total of 71% (n = 1760) reported no family member with a serious 
health condition and 18% (n = 446) indicated a parent with a serious health condition, labeled 
the “healthy” family (HF) group and parental illness (PI) group respectively from here-on.  
The remaining 11% of the sample indicated some other family member with a significant 
medical condition; due to the heterogeneity of this group they were not included in the 
analyses. These constituted the two community groups for analyses. Just over half of the 
youth in both groups were female (HF 60.1%; PI 63.1%). The mean age across both groups 
was 12.59 years (HF M = 12.43, SD = 2.13; PI M = 12.74, SD = 2.31). 
Youth of a parent with MS sample. A total of 130 youth aged 10 – 20 years from 88 
families with a parent with MS were recruited from three MS Societies in Australia. MS 
Society members who were parents were invited via a mail-out to provide written permission 
for their children aged 10 – 20 to participate in the study. On receipt of signed parental 
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permission forms, children were forwarded information sheets, questionnaires and return 
envelopes (for more recruitment details see Pakenham & Cox, 2012). Of the 130 youth, just 
over half (53.8%) were female and the mean age was 14.22 (SD = 2.12). From here-on this 
group will be labeled the parental MS (PMS) group. 
Measures 
Identical versions of the questionnaires administered to the community and PMS 
samples had been piloted on youth in a similar age range and were used in the YCOPI 
derivation study, with all measures shown to have satisfactory reliability and validity (e.g., 
Pakenham et al., 2006).  
YCOPI. The YCOPI has been described above (Pakenham et al., 2006), and all items 
are presented in Table 3. In the community sample study, the YCOPI-A was presented in 
Section I of the questionnaire and was therefore completed by all participants. YCOPI-B was 
only presented in Section II and was therefore only completed by participants who reported 
having a parent with illness or disability. In the parental MS study the YCOPI-A was also 
presented in the first section of the questionnaire and the YCOPI-B was presented in the 
following section that inquired about the parental MS caregiving context. The YCOPI-A asks 
respondents to rate items with respect to “parent(s)”, whereas the YCOPI-B asks respondents 
to rate items with respect to the parent with a significant medical condition, and if both 
parents have a significant medical condition, the respondent is asked to rate items with 
regards to the parent with the most severe health condition. The YCOPI-B was modified by 
including an additional item (“I am confident I can care for my parent”) to strengthen the 
three-item caregiving confidence subscale, and by including four items that tapped support 
and information needs commonly reported by young caregivers. In the original development 
of the YCOPI (Pakenham et al., 2006), a “support and Information” dimension emerged, but 
only two items loaded onto it. At that time, those items were discarded as the factor was 
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insufficiently identified. In the current study, the two original items (“I wish that I could talk 
to other people my age that also have a parent with an illness/disability”; “I wish that I had 
more information about my parent’s illness/disability”), plus an additional two derived from 
the original qualitative data (“I wish there was some who was able to look out for me”; “I 
wish the doctors would talk to me and explain things about my parent’s illness/disability”) 
were included in the revised YCOPI-B which was used in the community sample. These 
revisions to YCOPI-B were made subsequent to the collection of data from youth of a parent 
with MS which precludes analyses on the revised YCOPI-B in that sample. However, the 
YCOPI-A was unchanged and used with both samples. In summary, the YCOPI-A was 
unchanged across the two samples whereas the YCOPI-B was modified when used in the 
community sample. 
Results 
Plan of Analysis 
The three main goals of the study, replicating the factor structure of the YCOPI, 
measurement invariance testing of YCOPI-A, and tests of latent mean differences of the 
YCOPI-A, were completed in three sequential sets of analyses. Confirmatory factor analysis 
(CFA) was the principal statistical technique employed. First, separate CFAs were conducted 
for Part A and Part B of the YCOPI. Due to the revision of items of the YCOPI-B, as outlined 
above, only one sample (PI) was available to test Part B. For YCOPI-A, three samples were 
available: the two large youth community samples that included HF and PI groups; plus the 
smaller PMS group. Single group CFAs were conducted for each of these three groups.   
Following the single group CFAs of YCOPI-A, measurement invariance testing of 
Part A was undertaken across the two community samples (HF and PI). The PMS group was 
too small for reliable invariance testing (French & Finch, 2006), and thus was not included.  
Invariance testing between the two community groups was conducted in the series of 
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statistical tests as outlined in Brown (2006) and Vandenberg and Lance (2000). The first was 
a test of metric invariance, in which the equality of the strength of the factor loadings was 
tested. Support for metric invariance indicates that groups ascribe the same meaning to the 
factors, as measured by those items.  If metric invariance is supported, then a test of scalar 
invariance can be conducted, whereby the equality of item intercepts, or thresholds, is tested. 
The purpose of investigating scalar invariance is to establish whether apparent differences in 
the means of the latent factors between groups reflect true differences between the groups, 
and are not the result of biases in the use of the scales.  
The third set of substantive analyses tested relative latent mean differences between 
HF and PI youth on the YCOPI-A, accounting for any potential bias in scale use identified in 
measurement invariance testing. These tests answered a substantive question as to whether 
differences between youth from HF and PI caregiving contexts reflect true differences in their 
caregiving experiences, and if so, by what magnitude.  
Missing data was minimal. The most YCOPI items that were not completed by an 
individual were four. Consequently, missing values were imputed for each group separately 
using the EM algorithm implemented within SPSS V18. The CFA analyses were conducted 
using AMOS V19 and employed ML estimation. In all model testing, latent factors were 
permitted to covary, and no cross-loadings of items or correlated item residuals were 
permitted. Model fit was assessed using the following conventions: CFI (>.90), RMSEA 
(<.06) and SRMR (<.05). Nested models were compared using the Chi-square difference test; 
comparisons of non-nested models were made using the AIC. 
Prior to the single group CFAs, one item per factor was selected as an indicator item 
and constrained to one so as to identify the latent factors. When undertaking the measurement 
invariance tests, steps were undertaken to ensure the indicator items selected were themselves 
invariant across the two groups. This was achieved by initially testing each item for metric 
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invariance, selecting the item for each factor with the lowest, non-significant chi-square 
value, and then using those items as the indicators. This process was repeated several times to 
ensure the items chosen always exhibited the lowest chi-square value, that is, were indeed 
invariant across the groups. A similar process was undertaken when testing scalar invariance. 
CFA of the YCOPI 
CFA of YCOPI-A. The YCOPI-A was subjected to a CFA to test the factor structure 
in each of the three groups separately (HF, PI, PMS). Five factors were specified as described 
in Pakenham et al. (2006). Results (see “M1: 5 factor model” in Table 2) indicated that the 
model was a poor fit to the data in all three groups.  Inspection of the modification indices 
and residuals in each sample indicated that the Activity Restrictions factor was better 
represented by two factors, one concerning restriction of school or work related activities 
(labeled Activity Restrictions School/work), and the second related to restrictions in activities 
more globally (labeled Activity Restrictions Global). Results of estimating a six factor model 
indicated a substantial and significant improvement in model fit that met conventions for 
adequate model fit in all three samples (See M2 of Table 2). These results suggest that the 6-
factor model replicated across the three samples thus reducing the likelihood of the model 
modifications being sample specific. 
Table 2 here 
Standardized loadings for the three groups based upon the six factor model (M2) are 
presented in Table 3. The strength of the standardized loadings was commensurate across the 
three groups, and are consistent with those derived from the exploratory factor analysis 
(EFA) reported by Pakenham et al. (2006). The Caregiving Responsibilities factor exhibited 
the weakest loadings (ranging from .53 to .80), with a mean loading of .63 across the three 
groups. All other factors exhibited mean loadings greater than .70 except for the Activity 
Restrictions Global factor.  Item 11 from the Activity Restrictions Global factor was 
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negatively worded and exhibited the weakest loading across all three groups (ranging from -
.43 to -.55).  The remaining items all loaded above .73. Most latent correlations were small to 
moderate in magnitude. The two activity restriction factors correlated highly despite model fit 
significantly and substantially improving with two factors rather than one being modeled. 
Cronbach’s alphas for all factors were adequate, and ranged from .77 to .87. (See Table 4, for 
the latent correlations and Cronbach’s alphas).  
Tables 3 and 4 here 
CFA of YCOPI-B. The development of further items for the YCOPI-B meant that 
only one sample was available for testing using CFA. The 18 items of the YCOPI-B were 
subjected to a CFA in which four factors were specified. Results (see M1 in Table 2) 
indicated that the model was a poor fit to the data. Inspection of the modification indices and 
residuals indicated that the Caregiving Compulsion factor was better represented by two 
factors, one concerning guilt about leaving the parent alone (labeled Caregiving Guilt), and 
the second reflecting difficulties talking about the parent’s illness (labeled Caregiving 
Isolation). The model was respecified to reflect five factors, leading to significant 
improvement in model fit (See M2, in Table 2). Fit indices indicated that the model was still 
not an adequate fit to the data.  Item 15 from the Caregiving Confidence factor was 
particularly problematic as indicated by multiple large, significant residuals with other items 
across several factors. Closer inspection of the item content suggested that it was more 
concerned with participation in decision making rather than having confidence in caregiving 
per se.  Item 4 was negatively worded, and although it did not have a particularly large 
impact on model fit, it loaded very weakly (-.15, p < .001). These two items were dropped 
and the model rerun (see M3 in Table 2). While the AIC and other indices suggested marked 
improvement in model fit, it was still not adequate. Items 1 and 2 were also problematic in 
that they exhibited a very large standardized residual. When estimated in the model, the 
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correlation between the errors was .46 (p < .001). Inspection of the item content revealed 
considerable overlap in item wording and meaning, with item 1 reflecting a desire that 
someone else could care for the parent, and item 2 reflecting a desire to provide less help to 
their parent. These two items therefore exhibit specific content redundancy. Three different 
solutions to this were tested; covarying the items (see M4a), and dropping either item 1 
(M4b) or item 2 (M4c). While the three solutions were reasonably comparable in their impact 
on model fit, dropping item 2 (M4c) exhibited the best improvement and retained simple 
structure among the scales. 
Standardized loadings for the three groups based upon M4c are presented in Table 5. 
The loadings are broadly consistent with the EFA reported by Pakenham et al., (2006). The 
new items included to assess Caregiving Information Support formed a well behaving factor. 
The mean loadings of the four factors ranged from .69 to .76.  Cronbach’s alpha ranged from 
.71 for Caregiving Isolation to .82 for Caregiving Guilt. See Table 5 for latent correlations 
and internal consistency statistics for all factors. 
Table 5 here 
Measurement Invariance of the YCOPI-A 
The second substantive set of analyses examined the measurement invariance of the YCOPI-
A for the two community groups. 
Metric invariance. To establish a baseline of model fit, an unconstrained model was 
estimated in which all cross-group parameters were freely estimated. This model 
demonstrated adequate fit, as reported in Table 6 (M1). The second model tested (M2), a full 
metric invariance model, lead to a significant decrement in model fit compared to the 
unconstrained model, thus rejecting the hypothesis of full metric invariance. A search 
revealed that 5 items were not invariant, as reported in Table 3. Of the five non-equivalent 
items, two were from Caregiving Responsibilities (items 21 and 25) and one from Isolation 
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(item 14), all for which HF exhibited stronger loadings than did PI, and one item each from 
the two Activity Restriction factors (items 9 and 15), for which PI exhibited stronger 
loadings. No significant between group differences in factor loadings were found for the 
items measuring Perceived Maturity or Worry about Parents. Releasing the five cross-group 
constraints for those items differed resulted in a partial metric invariance model in which 
model fit did not significantly differ from the unconstrained model (M3). 
Scalar invariance. Full intercept invariance was not supported, as shown in Table 6 
(M4). A search revealed six non-invariant intercepts across four of the factors. Three of the 
non-equivalent items were from Caregiving Responsibilities and three factors (Activity 
Restrictions Global, Perceived Maturity and Worry About Parents) each exhibited one non-
equivalent intercept. For two factors, Activity Restrictions School/Work and Isolation, no 
significant between group differences in intercepts were identified. Releasing the constraints 
on the six non-equivalent items resulted in a partial scalar invariance model (M5) for which 
model fit did not significantly differ from the partial metric invariance model. 
Overall, these results demonstrate that no scale exhibited full measurement 
invariance. The factors which exhibited the smallest proportion of equivalent items were 
Caregiving Responsibilities (4/8 items) and Activity Restriction Study/Work (2/4 items). 
Regarding the remaining scales, for Activity Restriction Global, three out of the four items 
were invariant, and for Isolation, Perceived Maturity, and Worry, two out of the three items 
in each scale were invariant. These results do not take into account potential Type 1 error 
given tests of equivalence of each item and each intercept were conducted individually with 
no alteration of the significance level used to guide interpretative decisions. The results are 
thus conservative, but nonetheless do not support a conclusion of the YCOPI-A having 
demonstrated measurement invariance; at best, only a conclusion of partial invariance can be 
claimed.  
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Tests of the Between Group Equivalence of Latent Means. The third aim of the 
paper was to test for latent mean differences across the groups. There is vigorous debate in 
the literature regarding the validity of undertaking such tests in the absence of full scalar 
invariance. The range of views supports estimation of latent means under conditions of partial 
invariance when “at least” two items in a scale are invariant (e.g., Byrne, Shavelson, & 
Muthen, 1989), “only a minority” of items are non-invariant (e.g., Vandenberg & Lance, 
2000), or only under conditions of full measurement invariance (e.g., De Beuckelaer & 
Swinnin, 2012 ). However, the main thrust of arguments cautioning that full measurement 
invariance is required for the comparison of latent means appears to be based on an 
assumption that non-invariance is ignored by researchers in such estimations (e.g., see De 
Beuckelaer & Swinnin, 2012, p140). Releasing non-invariant items will reduce bias, although 
it is doubtful it eliminates bias completely. Given this situation, latent means were estimated, 
although care needs to be taken when interpreting the point estimates.  
Testing of latent means requires setting one group as a reference group by 
constraining that group’s latent means to 0, and comparing the relative difference of the 
remaining group to the reference group. The HF group was used as the reference group; 
therefore, positive estimated latent mean relative differences reflect the PI group having 
higher latent means compared to the HF group. The scale of the relative latent mean 
differences are in the same metric as the original measurement. Latent means were estimated 
using the partial scalar invariance model reported in Table 3. Results showed that all latent 
means differed significantly across the groups, and as shown in Table 7, the PI group 
exhibited higher relative means than the HF group on all factors, approximately half a scale 
point. Due to differences in the variances of the latent factors for the different factors, 
standardized mean differences are also presented. Employing Cohen’s (1988) conventional 
cut-offs for interpretation, the standardized mean differences between the two samples are 
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generally around a moderate size, exhibiting standardized differences slightly less than .5 of a 
standard deviation. The only factor that markedly differs from this size difference was 
Perceived Maturity, for which the standardized difference was closer to a small difference 
(conventionally .20).  
Table 7 here 
 
Given the evidence of only partial measurement invariance between the two groups, it 
was of interest to examine the potential impact on these group differences of assuming full 
metric and intercept invariance. To do so, we examined the estimated latent mean differences 
for both groups for both the partial and full invariance models. This was achieved following 
the approach suggested by Chen (2008) and enacted by Schmitt, Golubovich and Leong 
(2011). For the fully invariant model, loadings and intercepts were constrained to be invariant 
across the two groups. As an indication of impact of lack of measurement invariance, the 
standardized difference in latent means between the two samples for the fully invariant and 
partial invariant model was compared (Hancock, Kuo & Lawrence, 2001). For three factors, 
Activity Restrictions School/Work, Perceived Maturity, and Worry About Parents, the fully 
invariant model estimated a slightly larger standardized difference between the two groups 
than did the partially invariant model (see Table 7). The reverse was found for Caregiving 
Responsibilities, for which the partially invariant model returned a larger standardized 
difference than did the fully invariant model. These results suggest that ignoring 
measurement non-invariance for these factors will bias scores toward reflecting a larger 
difference between the two groups than was warranted for three factors, and a smaller 
difference for Caregiving Responsibilities. For all of these factors, however, the differences 
between the partial invariance model that accounted for potential bias, and the invariant 
model which did not, exhibited a standardized difference of no more than .06. While there is 
little guidance on effect sizes or their impact in the context of measurement invariance, 
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speculatively, these magnitudes, if judged using Cohen’s (1988) conventions, appear to be 
small in magnitude.  
Discussion 
The purpose of this study was threefold: (1) to test the factor structure of the YCOPI-
A using CFA within three independent groups and YCOPI-B within one moderately sized 
sample; (2) test the measurement invariance of the YCOPI-A structure across two groups of 
youth in differing caregiving contexts: youth of a parent with a significant medical condition, 
and youth living in households where no family member has such a condition; and (3) test for 
latent mean differences across youth in these two caregiving contexts on the YCOPI-A, after 
taking into account any potential bias in the meaning and scoring of the items evidenced 
during measurement invariance testing.  
Factor structure of YCOPI-A 
Four of the original five factors of the YCOPI-A were replicated, with one factor 
being better represented by two factors; Activity Restrictions appears to tap two highly 
correlated but separate domains; one concerns restriction of task-related activities, 
specifically those associated with work or study, and the other reflects a pervasive restriction 
of activities. Both dimensions have been well documented in the literature (see review 
Pakenham, 2009). This separation into two domains of activity restriction produced 
significantly better fitting models in all three groups. Hence, we recommend that the YCOPI-
A be modelled as six factors, rather than the five presented in the derivation study. The 
intercorrelations among the factors were generally moderate. Nevertheless, most correlations 
were sufficiently small to provide evidence of discriminant validity. 
Factor structure of YCOPI-B 
 Two of the original three factors of the YCOPI-B were replicated with the exclusion 
of some items. The original Caregiving Compulsion subscale was better represented by two 
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factors; one reflecting guilt at leaving the home, and the other concerning difficulty talking 
with others about the caregiving role. A new subscale, Caregiving Information/Support, was 
added which performed well, with all items exhibiting loadings above .60. The information 
and support needs of young carers have been widely documented (e.g., Aldridge & Becker, 
1993). Hence, we recommend, somewhat tentatively, that five factors be used for YCOPI-B. 
However, for a stable five factor model, it is likely that additional items will be required for 
the factors with smaller numbers of items. Furthermore, given no independent sample was 
available to test this revised structure, further work is required before the factor structure of 
YCOPI-B is well evidenced. The intercorrelations were generally moderate in size, although 
some were large, suggesting a lack of discrimination in measurement. This was particularly 
so for the Caregiving Information/Support factor and the two Caregiving Compulsion factors. 
While the model fit was substantially higher with two rather than one Caregiving Compulsion 
factors, the high correlation between them (.69) suggests that they still have considerable 
overlap.  An underlying theme across both factors is a sense of being tied to the caregiving 
role by two strands represented by the two factors: guilt and barriers to seeking help. Once 
again, these elements have emerged in qualitative young carer research (see Pakenham et al., 
2006). The strong correlation both factors have with Caregiving Information/Support was 
also potentially problematic, although it was understandable given qualitative data that shows 
a lack of information and support limits access to caregiving options such that young carers 
feel there is no choice but to provide abiding care (see Pakenham et al., 2006). It is clear that 
further development of YCOPI-B is warranted: strengthening the factors further, and 
establishing whether Caregiving Compulsion is better represented by one or two factors.    
Measurement Invariance of the YCOPI-A 
The second goal of the study was to test the measurement invariance of YCOPI-A 
across youth from different caregiving contexts: youth of a parent with a significant medical 
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condition, and youth from a household with no serious health conditions. Due to insufficient 
sample size, the MS group was not included within the measurement invariance tests.  
Metric Invariance. The first test undertaken was metric invariance. Given that the 
factor structure replicated across all three samples, this was evidence that youth from the 
different caregiving contexts attach similar meanings to the YCOPI measures. Metric 
invariance allows a conclusion to be drawn as to whether the two samples attached not 
merely similar meanings to the measures, as evidenced by the same pattern of loadings, but 
the same meaning to the measures, as evidenced by whether the strength of the factor 
loadings were identical across the two groups. Results showed that out of the 26 items, 5 
exhibited non-invariant factor loadings.  
Perceived Maturity and Worry about Parents exhibited no non-invariant factor 
loadings. It is possible, given this evidence, that the meaning of these two constructs are 
equivalent between the two groups. Replication of this result is necessary for confidence in 
the finding. For the remaining four factors, the evidence only supports a claim that the 
constructs are similar in meaning. Differences in loadings can occur for a number of reasons 
(Chen, 2008), including differences in conceptual meaning of the construct, and thus 
particular items are either more applicable, or have increased salience for one group, or due 
to differences in how groups respond to more extreme items. Further research is also needed 
to establish the consistency of the non-invariance pattern, and to identify potential causes. 
Given that partial metric invariance was established, these results provide some 
evidence that the domains assessed are at least similar across youth of parents with and 
without a significant medical condition in the family. However, any partial invariance 
introduces the threat of potential bias in measurement. Such bias must be accounted for, and 
while it is unlikely to completely eliminate such bias, the use of latent factors should reduce 
it. From a practical point of view, the implication is that for a given difference between two 
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young carers from different caregiving contexts on the underlying phenomenon, the scores 
reported on the YCOPI items will reflect that difference only when latent factors are 
employed. For example, if an intervention by a service provider caused a change in the 
caregiving experience of young carers in one context but not another, say, a decrease in 
Caregiving Worry in one group, but no change in a control group, that difference in the 
amount of change between two groups would be validly reflected in the magnitude of 
changes in the observed scores of the YCOPI when estimated in the context of using latent 
factors. Users of the scales can be assured that equivalent amounts of change in caregiving 
experiences in different types of youth are reported in directly comparable ways with the 
YCOPI-A.  
Scalar Invariance. The presence of metric invariance alone does not ensure that youth 
who are at the same level on the latent construct will report the same scores on the items; that 
requires scalar invariance. The investigation of scalar invariance, that is, equivalence across 
the groups of the item intercepts, allowed examination of whether the two samples 
systematically used different portions of the scales, such as the upper or lower portions. For 
users of the measure, scalar invariance thus allows valid comparisons of group means to be 
made. 
Of the 26 items, 6 were found to have intercepts that differed between the two 
samples. Of the 6 factors, Caregiving Responsibilities faired the worse, in that three of the 
eight items exhibited significant differences in intercepts across the two samples. 
Additionally, another three items, one in each of three other factors, were also found to have 
non-equivalent intercepts. Chen (2008) outlines several potential reasons for systematic 
intercept differences. The first is a difference in social norms of the groups regarding how to 
respond to a scale (e.g., responding higher or lower on average). Second, one group may be 
particularly preoccupied with its own characteristics, and thus try to present a higher or lower 
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image by responding with higher or lower scores. Third, responses on scales are implicitly 
relative; when responding to items, different groups may use different reference groups for 
implicit comparisons, again leading to higher or lower average scores. All three influences 
result in systematic biasing of observed scores independently on the actual level of the 
underlying construct, thus leading to apparently higher or lower mean scores on the construct. 
Without further data, it is not possible to ascertain with certainty the reason for specific 
intercept differences.  
For two Caregiving Responsibilities items (item 24: “I have to look after my other 
family members”; and item 26: “My parents rely on me to make sure our family is 
organised”), HF youth evidenced high intercepts than did PI youth. This means that for a 
given “true” amount of the underlying construct, caregiving responsibilities, HF youth 
reported higher scores in the two items. In contrast, on item 25 (“My parent relies on me for 
emotional support...”), PI youth evidenced a higher intercept than did HF youth. Inconsistent 
directions for effects increase the possibility that there may not be a systematic influence of 
norms or different reference categories, or a desire to present in particular ways. One cannot 
rule out item specific reasons.  
For the remaining three intercept differences, one each in three factors, PI youth 
exhibited a higher intercept than did HF youth. Given that the other items within each 
subscale did not exhibit differences in intercepts, it again suggests that there may not be 
systematic effects which might be expected to influence more of the items within a subscale. 
The reasons for intercept differences thus remain elusive; further research is required to 
explore possible causes.  
Latent Mean Differences 
Investigation of the potential impact of non-equivalence (through comparison of the 
differences in latent mean differences between the partially and fully invariant models), 
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indicated what appear to reflect small effect sizes. We note that small effect sizes can 
translate into clinically substantive effects (Rosenthal, 1990). (We thank an anonymous 
review for highlighting this point).  In defence of the robustness of the substantive 
conclusions that can be drawn from the results, the magnitude of the relative mean 
differences between the groups remained very similar in terms of both absolute and 
standardized differences. Nevertheless, based on these results, the YCOPI-A should be 
employed with the use of latent factors and explicit modelling of measurement non-
invariance.  Furthermore, the partial invariance model may still allow an unknown amount of 
bias in the estimated relative latent means. The results, therefore should be regarded as 
provisional only.  
In terms of substantive results, and addressing the third aim of the paper, it is likely 
that youth of a parent who has a significant medical condition report significantly elevated 
scores on the YCOPI-A dimensions. Furthermore, this elevation was greatest with regards to 
Caregiving Responsibilities and Isolation, with both factors exhibiting standardized 
differences equivalent to a moderate sized effect in terms of Cohen’s (1988) conventions. 
Exhibiting less elevation, but still of a moderate magnitude, were scores on the two Activity 
Restriction factors, and Worry about Parents. Differences between the means for Perceived 
Maturity were the smallest, equating to a small to moderate effect. This pattern of differences 
among the means is understandable: Caregiving Responsibilities is the central dimension of 
the scale; and the most proximal effects of elevated Caregiving Responsibilities are likely to 
be the restriction of activities, and worry about parents, and consequentially, feelings of 
isolation. Arguably, perceptions of maturity may take longer to manifest, and may be 
impacted upon by a greater range of factors. 
In summary, results indicate that the meaning of caregiving is at least very similar for 
youth from both a “healthy” family and those living with a parent with a serious medical 
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condition. Arguably the YCOPI-A exhibits satisfactory partial measurement invariance, but 
that latent means should be used to estimate between group mean differences. Furthermore, 
constraints on items that are not equivalent should be released in such estimates so as to 
reduce, although probably not remove, bias in mean differences.  With respect to analyses 
that do not rely on latent means or intercepts, such as when the YCOPI-A scales are to be 
used as predictors or outcomes in SEM analyses, between group constraints on non-
equivalent items should be released.  These results indicate that the differences between latent 
means of the sub-dimensions of the YCOPI-A most likely reflect, in part, real and sizeable 
differences, rather than only being artefacts of scale use due to differential item response 
styles or differences in the meaning attached to the items. While it is not possible to attribute 
all observed differences to real differences, the evidence suggests the differences reported in 
this paper are unlikely to reflect only measurement artefacts. On all dimensions, youth of a 
parent with a significant medical condition reported significantly higher scores than did youth 
with “healthy” parents. The largest differences were for Caregiving Responsibilities and 
Isolation (around .50 SD difference), and smallest for Perceived Maturity (.23 SD difference).   
Limitations and Further Research 
Limitations of the research include non-random sampling, and an MS sample that was 
too small for tests of measurement invariance. The identification of two factors to represent 
Activity Restriction when only one was hypothesized requires additional validation. The 
YCOPI-B required substantial modifications to the structure, and thus the final structure must 
be viewed as provisional only. Furthermore, while the measure performed well in a sample of 
heterogeneous illness context, there is a need to confirm the dimensionality and measurement 
properties of the YCOPI in other illness-specific contexts. For example, youth conceptions 
of, and responses to, measures of caregiving for parents with a mental or intellectual 
disability may differ from that of physical illness-based caregiving. The non-invariance 
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evidenced in this study suggests that although similar, there may be differences in the 
conceptions that these different categories of youth have of the caregiving experience. At best 
only partial invariance was established, and the investigation of latent mean differences, 
while taking into account some bias, undoubtedly was unsuccessful in achieving this. There 
is no level of partial invariance that all researchers agree is acceptable; as such, the use of the 
YCOPI-A must still be via latent factors.  It is likely that qualitative work will be required to 
uncover and understand differences in the conception of the caregiving experience more 
fully.  Additional independent samples are required to test the revised structure of the 
YCOPI-B: only one sample was available in this study. Future research could strengthen 
some factors, particularly in the YCPOI-B, which have a limited number of items: for 
purposes of reliability, no factor should have fewer than four items. Due to sample size 
constraints we were not able to test for variations in the YCOPI across different types of 
medical conditions and across specific disability subgroups; this should be a focus of future 
research. In addition, regarding the YCOPI-B, for respondents who have both parents with a 
significant medical condition, items are rated with regards to the parent with the most severe 
condition, which means that the synergistic effects on children of having two parents with 
such conditions are not able to be directly assessed. One way to overcome this limitation in 
future research is to have the respondent complete the YCOPI-B for each parent separately. 
Impact and Implications for Practice 
The results of this study show that the YCOPI can be used with youth across different 
caregiving contexts. The study also shows that there are probably true, and arguably, 
substantial, differences between young carers across the range of caregiving experiences 
assessed by the YCOPI-A. Specifically, young carers of a parent with a significant medical 
condition report substantially elevated caregiving responsibilities, isolation, and restriction of 
activities across a range of domains.  Apart from the research utility of the YCOPI, findings 
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from this study together with those from other studies that have used the YCOPI (reviewed in 
the Introduction) suggest that this instrument has applied utility. For example, it has the 
potential for identifying youth who may be at the higher end of the young caregiving 
continuum and who may be in need of services. Deficits on particular domains of the YCOPI 
would point to how services could be targeted to meet priority needs.  The scale could also be 
used to evaluate the effects of young carer interventions and services on their caregiving 
experiences (see Coles et al, 2007, Frazer & Pakenham, 2008). 
Conclusion 
In general, the factor structure of the YCOPI remained relatively stable across diverse 
caregiving contexts. Of the eight original factors, most were replicated in the CFAs with the 
exception of two factors, each of which contained two sub-dimensions. The addition of items 
to strengthen a Caregiving Information/Support factor that emerged in the derivation study 
but had too few items, provides an added important dimension to the YCOPI. Results from 
this study together with those from other studies that have used the YCOPI indicate that 
relative to other similar measures, it is a psychometrically sound and contextually sensitive 
measure of the nature and breadth of young caregiving. The factor structure that emerged in 
analyses and the addition of new items constitutes the YCOPI-Revised (YCOPI-R). Until 
further independent samples replicate the revised structure, however, it should be treated as 
provisional. This is particularly the case with the YCOPI-B, for which considerable 
development work and replication is still required. Overall, findings from the present study 
provide support for the use of the YCOPI-A in research and applied settings. However, in 
undertaking such research, latent means rather than composite scores need to be employed, 
which can alleviate some of the biasing effects of measurement invariance. 
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Table 1. Young Carer of Parents Inventory (YCOPI) Dimensions and Themes 
YCOPI Dimension Theme 
YCOPI-A 
Caregiving Responsibilities  
 
Reflects the family tasks that young carers may assume and their feeling 
responsible for performing them due to expectations. 
Perceived Maturity  Reflects the “adult child” theme and how taking on adult roles within the family 
can foster a sense of independence and personal growth.   
Worry About Parents Reflects worry and hyper-vigilance about the parent’s safety and health, and 
monitoring of their parent for signs of health changes. 
Activity Restrictions Reflects the interference of the caregiving role in many areas (e.g., school, 
employment, leisure and socializing).  
Isolation 
 
YCOPI-B 
Reflects the “hidden” nature of young caregiving, feelings of aloneness and 
difficulties in sharing caregiving experiences with others. 
Caregiving Compulsion Reflects relentless and inescapable caregiving, how young caregivers feel 
compelled to care for their parent and the associated guilt when they engage in 
non-caregiving activities. 
Caregiving Discomfort Reflects the distress and stigma associated with caregiving.  
Caregiving Confidence Reflects the positive outcomes of young caregiving; the enhanced self efficacy 
through the development of new skills and knowledge. 
New YCOPI-B Dimension Theme 
Caregiving Information/Support Reflects young caregivers’ needs for support and information about their parent’s 
medical condition and treatment 
Note. Adapted from Pakenham (2009).  
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Table 2: Model Fit Statistics for Confirmatory Factor Analysis of  YCOPI- A for 2 Community Groups 
and Parental MS Group and YCOPI- B for PI Group 
 Model ߯ଶሺ݂݀ሻ ∆߯ଶሺΔ݂݀ሻ CFI RMSE
A 
SRM
R 
AIC 
Group  YCOPI-A      
PI     
(N = 446) M1: 5 factor 
model 
889.67 (289)* .88 .07 .05 1013.67
 M2: 6 factor 
model 
609.59 (284)* 280.08 (5)* .94 .05 .05 795.56
HF     
(N = 1760) M1: 5 factor 
model 
2729.07 (289)* .87 .07 .05 2853.07
 M2: 6 factor 
model 
1927.82 (284)* 801.25 (5)* .92 .06 .05 2113.82
PSM     
(N = 130) M1: 5 factor 
model 
497.91 (289)* .88 .07 .06 621.93
 M2: 6 factor 
model 
453.17 (284)* 44.74 (5)* .91 .07 .06 639.17
  YCOPI-B   
PI M1: 4 factor 
model 
652.55 (129) .82 .10 .09 736.55
(N = 446) M2: 5 factor 
model  
514.53 (125) 138.02 (4)* .87 .08 .08 606.53
 M3: Drop items 
15 & 4 
379.42 (94) .89 .08 .06 463.42
 M4a: Covary 
items 1 and 2 
301.99 (93) .92 .07 .06 352.29
 M4b: Drop item 
1  
272.29 (80) .92 .07 .06 392.73
 M4c: Drop item 
2 
259.84 (80) .92 .07 .05 339.84
Note: ߯ଶ = Chi-square statistic; df = degrees of freedom; ∆߯ଶ = change in chi square; Δ݂݀ = 
change in model degrees of freedom; CFI = Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA = Root Mean 
Square Error of Approximation; SRMR = Standardized Root Mean Residual. AIC = Akaike 
Information Criterion. * p<.001 
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Table 3: Standardized Loadings for YCOPI-A for 2 Community Groups and Parental MS Group and Measurement Invariance Results for PI and 
HF Groups 
Single Group 
Standardized loadings 
 Unstandardized 
Estimates
Intercepts  
Factor and Item PI HF PMS  HF PI ∆߯ଶ HF PI ∆߯ଶ 
Activity  Restrictions: Global     
8. Helping my parent(s) stops me from doing a lot of things that I 
want to do 
.73 .73 .77  0.93 0.93 1.63 1.63  
9. I miss out on a lot of activities because of my home .89 .84 .82  0.99 1.07 4.57* 1.17 1.17  
10. I feel as though I am missing out on things that other people 
my age are doing 
.73 .77 .77  1.00 1.00 1.43 1.43  
11. I have a lot of time to do the things that I want to -.45 -.43 -.55  -0.49 -0.49 2.55 2.55  
Activity  Restrictions: Study/Work     
15. I sometimes miss school/work because I have to help my 
parent(s) 
.69 .63 .69  0.69 0.86 7.39** 0.70 0.70  
16. Because of helping my parents I sometimes feel too tired or 
too busy to do my study/work 
.87 .83 .90  1.02 1.02 1.04 1.04  
17. I sometimes feel tired at school/work because I have been 
helping my parent(s) 
.87 .86 .88  1.00 1.00 0.94 1.06 8.00** 
18. Helping my parent(s) stops me from doing paid work .57 .61 .71  0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58  
Isolation     
12. I wish that I had other people to talk to about my feelings and 
worries 
.70 .70 .71  0.83 0.83 1.39 1.39  
13. I sometimes feel alone .82 .81 .82  1.00 1.00 1.54 1.54  
14. Other people do not understand me and my situation .68 .79 .70  0.96 0.88 3.35t 1.49 1.49  
Perceived Maturity     
4. I take on more responsibility around the house than other 
people my age 
.76 .70 .81  0.86 0.86 2.03 2.03  
5. I know more about looking after a household than other people 
my age 
.86 .82 .83  1.00 1.00 1.97 1.97  
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6. I feel more like an adult than other people my age .78 .73 .75  0.92 0.92 1.71 1.90 17.64*** 
7. I am more grown-up and mature than other people my age .67 .64 .57  0.78 0.78 2.05 2.05  
Caregiving Responsibilities     
19. If I do not take on  extra responsibilities the house will fall 
apart 
.66 .59 .67  1.18 1.18 0.77 0.77  
20. Others expect me to help my parent(s) .55 .55 .55  1.23 1.23 1.59 1.59  
21. My parents expect me to help care for them .64 .67 .64  1.65 1.37 8.14** 1.57 1.57  
22. My parent(s) relies on me to help them with house-hold 
chores 
.59 .57 .65  1.33 1.33 2.07 2.07  
23. My parent(s) relies on me to do the shopping and budgeting .60 .59 .66  1.00 1.00 0.57 0.57  
24. I have to look after my other family members .61 .62 .53  1.48 1.48 1.37 1.16 10.41*** 
25. My parent(s) relies on me for emotional support such as 
making them feel better 
.61 .68 .72  1.58 1.38 5.96* 1.34 1.47 8.82** 
26. My parent(s) relies on me to make sure our family is 
organised 
.69 .75 .80  1.55 1.55 1.05 0.92 5.18* 
Worry About Parents     
1. I worry about my parent(s) .81 .74 .82  0.88 0.88 2.00 2.20 20.96*** 
2. I always wonder if my parent(s) is/are safe .84 .85 .89  1.00 1.00 2.07 2.07  
3. I worry about what will happen to my parent(s) .86 .84 .91  1.01 1.01 2.20 2.20  
Note: PI = Parental illness group; HF = “Healthy” family group; PMS = Parental Multiple Sclerosis group; ߯ଶ = Chi-square statistic, t p < .1, * p 
< .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 
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Table 4. Latent Correlations and Internal Consistency Among YCOPI-A Factors for The 2 Community Groups and the Parental MS Group 
Isolation Caregiving 
Responsibilit
ies 
Worry About 
Parents 
Maturity Activity  
Restriction: 
Global 
Activity  
Restriction: 
Study/Work 
 Pane A   
Isolation .81 (.77) / .79 .40 .39 .12 .46 .52
Caregiving Responsibilities .46 (.48) .83 (.83) / .85 .41 .65 .74 .81
Worry About Parents .35 (.46) .41 (.47) .85 (.87) / .91 .37 .25 .35
Maturity .31 (.26) .44 (.46) .39 (.32) .81 (.85) / .83 .43 .41
Activity  Restriction: Global .55 (.50) .53 (.62) .24 (.34) .39 (.49) .79 (.79) / .82 .80
Activity  Restriction: Study/Work .55 (.49) .68 (.75) .27 (.32) .34 (.43) .72 (.68) .82 (.84) / .87
Notes for Pane A: Latent correlations for Healthy Family group followed by Parental Illness group in parentheses shown below the diagonal; 
Latent correlations for the Parental MS group shown above the diagonal. Cronbach’s alpha on diagonal: Healthy Family group followed by 
Parental Illness group in parentheses, followed by Parental MS group. 
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Table 5: Standardized Loadings of YCOPI-B Items, Latent Correlations and Internal 
Consistency Among YCOPI-B Factors from Final Model for the PI Group. 
Factor and Item 1 2 3 4 5 
Caregiving Guilt   
7. I feel guilty when I go out and have fun .79   
8. When I am out with friends I feel that I should be at home 
instead 
.85   
9. I feel guilty when I don't help out at home .64   
Caregiving Isolation   
10. I do not talk to my family about my concerns regarding 
my parent, I do not want to upset them 
.70   
11. I find it difficult to ask other people for help in my caring 
role when I need it 
.80   
Caregiving Confidence   
3. I am good at helping my parent and I always know what to 
do and how to help 
.57  
14. I know exactly what to do to help my parent .72  
15. I am included in  making decisions about my parent's 
illness/disability 
-  
17. I am confident that I can care for my parent .82  
Caregiving Discomfort   
1. I wish that someone else could care for my parent  .55 
2. I wish that I did not have to help my parent as much as I do  - 
4. I like bringing friends home  - 
5. I find it hard explaining to my friends that my parent has 
an illness /disability 
 .75 
6. I feel embarrassed about my parent's illness/disability  .75 
Caregiving Information /Support   
12. I wish I could talk to other people my age who also have 
a parent with an illness/disability 
  .69
13. I wish I had more information about my parent's 
illness/disability 
  .71
16. I wish there was someone who was able to look out for 
me 
  .61
18. I wish the doctors would talk to me and explain things 
about my parents illness/disability 
  .74
Latent Correlations   
1 2 3 4 5
1. Caregiving Guilt .82   
2. Caregiving Isolation .69 .71   
3. Caregiving Confidence .29 .10 .74  
4. Caregiving Discomfort .48 .48 -.04 .77 
5. Caregiving Information/Support .69 .81 .27 .59 .78
Note: Cronbach’s alpha on diagonal. Items with no loadings were removed during the 
analysis.  
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Table 6: Model Fit Statistics for Measurement Invariance Results for HF and PI Groups 
 Model tested ߯ଶሺ݂݀ሻ Compared 
Model 
∆߯ଶሺΔ݂݀ሻ CFI RMSEA SRMR
        
M1 Unconstrained 2537.54 (568)   .92 .04 .05 
M2 Full metric  2583.70 (588) M1 46.16 (20)*** .92 .04 .05 
M3 Partial metric 2555.26 (583) M1 17.73 (15) .92 .04 .05 
M4 Full intercept  2642.06 (603) M3 86.80 (20)*** .92 .04 .05 
M5 Partial intercept 2572.47 (597) M3 17.21 (14) .92 .04 .05 
M6 Full latent means 2674.19 (603) M3 101.72 (6)*** .92 .04 .05 
Note: ߯ଶ = Chi-square statistic; df = degrees of freedom; ∆߯ଶ = change in chi square; Δ݂݀ = 
change in model degrees of freedom; CFI = Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA = Root Mean 
Square Error of Approximation; SRMR = Standardized Root Mean Residual.  
*** p < .001 
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Table 7. Relative Latent Mean Differences and Standardized Latent Mean Differences 
between PI and HF youth for the YCOPI-A from Fully and Partially Invariant Models 
 Fully invariant model Partially invariant model
Factor M S.E. Std M M S.E. Std M 
Maturity .28*** .06 .30 .23*** .06 .25
Worry About Parents .40*** .06 .40 .35*** .06 .35
Caregiving Responsibilities .26*** .03 .48 .29*** .04 .54
Isolation .55*** .06 .52 .56*** .06 .53
Activity  Restriction: Global .39*** .06 .41 .38*** .06 .40
Activity  Restriction: 
Study/Work 
.47*** .06 .51 .41*** .06 .45
Note: positive differences on relative means indicate that PI latent mean higher than HF 
mean. Associated significance tests refer to differences between the relative latent means of 
the PI and HF samples. M  = latent mean difference: S.E. Standard error of the mean 
difference; Std M = standardized latent mean difference.  
*** p < .001 
 
